
The Organizer
( Saturn )

PATIENT. PRACTICAL. TRUTHFUL. COMMITTED.
STEADFAST. ORDERLY. RELIABLE. CONSIDERATE.

CONSISTENT. DISCIPLINED. SYSTEMATIC.
INSTINCTUAL. CAREFUL. DETAILED.

DISCERNING. RATIONAL.

MANTRA: “Everything has its rightful place.”

SOUL DESIRE: To be a channel for structuring energy and flow in 
practical form.

PURPOSE: To be aligned with divine order, and organize people, 
places, and things to support a higher quality of life.

SHADOW: Perfectionism. Stubbornness. Skepticism.

The Organizer is a practical, patient, reliable, and masterful steward who channels the 
energy of divine flow into practical form. As an Organizer, you are attuned to the art of 
manifestation through proper placement, and innately know that putting things in 
their rightful place simplifies life and creates freedom. You may be known as a 
coordinator, developer, arranger, facilitator, promoter, designer, consultant, instructor, 
coach, director, manager, or planner. 

As an Organizer, you are intimately connected to the divine order which is at play in the 
Universe. You have an eagle’s eye for detail, and can connect resonant objects, people, 
and energies in ways that other people simply cannot. You have the high-value gift of 
assigning things their rightful place, especially in your chosen area of interest and 
expertise. Your superpower is sensing when something is missing; when it is, you can 
instinctually and immediately modify and restructure to promote the harmony and 
success of the whole.



You support people, businesses, and organizations in systematizing and grounding 
abstract ideas and concepts for practicality and profit. You’re respected for your unique 
genius of composing and implementing process-based actions that support smooth 
operations and successful outcomes. You’re a skilled problem solver with the 
exceptional ability to modify or restructure current systems to increase flow and make 
systems more user-friendly.

You have high standards and ideals, and are familiar with the fine line between great 
work and perfectionism. You expertly balance the process of creating the best solution 
with an imperative to bring a project to completion. Despite your high level of 
commitment to the task at hand, you practice detachment, and are humble enough to 
know that there are limits to what can be done with any set of conditions, resources, and 
time. As a result, you aim for simplicity, practicality, and longevity. When you hit your 
mark, you are thrilled to pieces―and when you have to compromise to get the job 
done, you surrender, make peace, and move on.

The Shadow of The Organizer

If you find yourself stuck in perfectionism, you have become too attached to your ideals 
and are stuck in the trap of “getting it right.” You are being driven by your ego to be 
hyper-focused on an unattainable outcome. In the grip of this relentless 
contraction―which shows up as tightness in your jaw and gut― you can become 
seriously uptight, and squeeze the life right out of your project, your team, and yourself. 
When this happens, something is bound to break or break down; chances are, it will be 
you.

You know that “where there’s a will, there’s a way.” However, when your will is not 
aligned with divine will, you will inevitably run into obstacles. More, you can become 
superlatively stubborn. This internal lockdown stops all forward momentum, and is 
frustrating not only for you, but for everyone you work with. When you are in a state of 
major resistance, you will not allow any new ideas or solutions to reach you; it’s your 
way or the highway. No matter how brilliant you are, if you can’t be flexible and 
solutions-oriented, no one will want to work with you.

It is good to look at things from all sides, and include possible failure scenarios in your 
calculations, but if you allow yourself to become too stressed or uptight you can 
become a major skeptic. Such a level of doubt will squeeze the life out of all 
possibilities, and render you unable to find the solutions you need. You’ll remain stuck 
and unproductive until you shift your attitude.

 



● Dependable

● Trustworthy

● Perseverant

● Humble

● High standards

● Completes projects

● Simplifies systems, structures, 

and procedures

High-Value Gifts

● Practical-minded

● Problem-solver

● Eye for detail

● Systematic

● Creates order out of chaos

● Turns abstract concepts into 

practical action

Inspired Action Plan

“I align with divine order and practice detachment so that I can utilize my high-value 
gifts to design systems and structures that support bringing the energy of flow into 
practical form for a higher quality of life.” 

If you find yourself in the shadow of The Organizer, chances are that you’re 
overworked, too attached to outcomes, and cut off from your soul. It’s time to put 
down “doing” and practice “being” so you can reconnect with divine order. You need to 
reconnect with Source and balance yourself through both meditation and a physical 
adventure like hiking, sailing, or traveling. 
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Did you know your SACRED WEALTH CODE is made 
up of 4-5 Wealth Archetypes?

Meet the rest of the Archetypes that are encoded in your soul 
blueprint, learn more about your Wealth Council, and align your life 

and work using Prema’s revolutionary Soul Success Map.

Get a Sacred Wealth Code Reading Now!
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Did you know your SACRED WEALTH CODE is made 
up of 3-4 Wealth Archetypes?

Meet the rest of your Archetypes that are part of your Divine Plan for 
wealth and encoded in your soul blueprint as your Sacred Wealth 

Code. Learn more about your Wealth Council, and align your life with 
your purpose and prosperity.

SACRED WEALTH CIRCLE is a community of seekers, like you, who 
want a wealthy life. This Circle is our program designed to provide 
you with everything necessary to discover, activate, and put your 

Sacred Wealth Code™into practice to manifest a wealthy life!

Click Here to Join Me In The Free Community!
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